INTRODUCTION
We can see the major market has been occupied with BAT, and we should come to the conclusion that by almost every measure, the M&A time is coming.
Corporate boards and management teams have come to realize that a substantial move, like acquiring a major competitor or complementary business, is now see as necessary to gain target company`s control and operating as well as financing synergies.It is useful to improve both side`s management, and is also essential to lower cost and boost competitiveness. Shareholders and markets react quickly to acquisions, which reflect in stock prices.This article is mainly evaluate a classical cases of Tencent, which happened in 2014. As a result, we can see the acquisition has received positive ARR before announcement, which shows that the shareholders and market support for the merger. While after the announcment, ARR gose negative, which means the marktet is consolidated to rational. Meanwhile, the media voice is closely related to the share price.
M&A Related Concept and Performance Theory
This case was looked as preparation work before listing for Jingdong, because just after the merger,Jingdong raised to $15.7 billion for its selfvaluation,which means a lot for Jingdong`s listing in the same year,. At the same time, in the case of Tencent, similar mergers and acquisitions have already happened before,and had been proved to be successful.
Tencent could easily get access to resources in other field.
Therefore, from a strategic point of view, the acquisition is favorable for Tencent and Jingdong.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper using the event study to calculate a classical m&a case performance. The AAR before announcement is positive,which shows that the shareholders and market support for the merger. After the announcement ,the AAR went negative,which means the market is consolidated to rational. With more and more people are using the Internet and the strong support of national policy, the Internet industry reshuffle and M&A will be pushed further.
